HOW OTHERS DO IT

6. Applying sodium arsenite by the dry method with a Gandy spreader.

7. A three-gang spiker which can be used for preparing a seedbed on weed treated tees.

8. A simple method of introducing bent stolons into tees at Canterbury CC, Cleveland. Workman is planting stolons in spot where a small piece of soil was removed with the trowel. Soil will be replaced and firmed by pressing underfoot.

9. Turf on the tees has been abandoned at this heavily played municipal course in Spokane, Wash. Rubber door mats, made from old tires, are used instead. The openings are filled with a clayey sand containing just enough calcium chloride to keep it damp.

10. A zoysia matrella tee at Audubon CC, Louisville. The turf is outstanding and resists crab grass invasion. The club never had good turf on tees until zoysia was used.
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